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Introduction

Issue No 19 December 2016

We seem to be in a very busy period – the AGM has been and gone (thank you all), Chris
Nevard visited to photograph Cheriton Bishop, preparing for both Erith and our own show
within 3 weeks of each other, dealing with Christmas, all whilst continuing Finchley and
Aylesbury. It’s that time of year where we have to don a number of different hats and ‘muck
in’ to get things done.
At the AGM I said I’d like to see both Finchley and Aylesbury operational within 3 years;
there’s been some good productive time across the club recently, we need only to keep it
going to make some very good progress, though I suspect some babies will be a hiccup! More
on all this on the following pages…..
In this issue:
Club Notes: AGM, Model Rail, 2017 show, Family Matters
Layouts: the latest updates for each, with progress on all fronts
Timetable: Club timetable, forthcoming railway events and local railtours
Members’ Matters: Michael Satterthwaite’s Llandudno Junction, Bob’s mother’s rail travails, Paul
Moss’ Little Salkeld part 2
Traffic: notes on the local rail scene.
Notice Board: Projects, suggestions, hints & tips
And finally: EBMRS 2017 Show Poster for you to print as required

The Picture
This locomotive is a Lancashire, Derbyshire & East Coast Railway class D (LNER M1) 0-6-4T number
33. Built by Kitson and delivered new to Tuxford shed in June 1904, it seems to have spent its
entire career there until withdrawal on 22 February 1939 and subsequent scrapping at Gorton
Works. It also carried the number 1152 from 1908 (the LD&ECR was absorbed into the GCR from
1907), becoming LNER 6152 from February 1924. This was a class of 9 locomotives, number 33
being part of the first batch of 6 with the last 3 delivered under the GCR. I think it has a very
elegant design which belies its role as a coal train locomotive, an example duty being coal trains to
Grantham.
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CLUB NOTES
AGM
We had a very good turnout for the AGM and it all went pretty smoothly – thank you to everyone for
contributing to the constitution review which was voted for acceptance with a minimum of question
and debate. With a new EBMRS Committee voted in you will have already seen our first set of
meeting notes; please feel free to talk to any of the Committee about any aspects of the club.
Model Rail
A handful of us turned out in October to assist Chris
Nevard in capturing Cheriton Bishop’s best side on
camera. At the time of writing we don’t know when it
will be published, so is very likely to miss being able to
advertise our show.
Chris used very big lighting stands and needed Bern and
Alan B to hold reflectors, whilst we all had to stand very
still (to avoid camera shake) for the timed shots. Each
was done using a ‘focus stacking’ technique, with
multiple shots to capture differing points of focus which
are then merged in Photoshop to create a high definition
image with full depth of field. After seeing our own
pictures, Chris said “I never see myself at work. What a
scary sight!”
It was interesting to watch, but very cold after 3 hours!
Finchley Road Signal Box
Following Bern’s piece on its construction in the last newsletter, it’s pleasing to see it has been
recommended for being repeated in the London & North Western Railway Society newsletter, on the
basis they don’t get many quality modelling articles!
2017 EBMRS Show
This will come round very quickly with our visit to Erith to fit in, and as always there is much to do.
Posters & leaflets have been dropped at a number of shows, & KS Models in Stevenage already. The
Chilterns Show at Stevenage in January is a great opportunity to advertise further, and I’m working
through creating a number of event reminders on Facebook – group pages for Biggleswade, Arlesey,
Shefford and Hitchin, with about 20,000 members – and a number of people have already expressed an
interest that way. John Wakeman has also written to a very large number of model railway clubs and
other railway attractions to advertise our show. If you can add to this by arranging poster displays at
local shops, community notice boards etc it will help (a copy is included at the end of this newsletter)
I was interested to see BRM magazine is now selective about which shows it lists – ours is NOT in the
magazine – instead it points readers to the RMWeb pages for a full list.
We will also need to co-ordinate catering equipment, baking and general activities for that weekend –
we’ll write further and discuss with all as required (25 people have confirmed attendance, 6 replies
awaited)
Family Matters
Congratulations to Robert and Adele on the birth of George, and to Nigel and Claire on the
announcement of their little bundle due in late spring. I’m sure both will make efforts to continue
supporting Aylesbury in particular, though it will inevitably result in others having to pick up
additional tasks – an opportunity to learn something new?
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHNS WOOD
Dave Sutton has delivered the full set of baseboards for the Finchley fiddle yard and Bob has set to,
starting with cork and some copper strip on BBZ (right-hand corner board) and marking out the
positions for the pre-built pointwork. Dave has continued with the chippy theme and is now a
significant way through the beam support construction – his update on this is below. We also know
Andy Heslington is part way through building the fiddle control panel.
With this our thoughts turned to how we would complete construction of the trackwork in the fiddle
yard. The current question is whether to continue with wholly copperclad construction, simply use
ready-made track (with copperclad at board ends), a hybrid of the two, or even buy plain track base
and space the sleepers out to about an inch apart. We will make a decision in the New Year but for
interest here’s some calculations of cost per metre:
Item
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Copperclad
Copperclad
Copperclad
Copperclad
Copperclad

Brand/notes

Packet
Length
Cost
Cost per Spacing Length
of
metre*
mm
mm
Peco streamline
25
Yards
£64
£3.08
Scaleway
10
Yards
£46.50
£5.59
Peco Bullhead
25
Yards
£100
£4.81
DCC Concepts Legacy
12
0.96 metres
£55
£5.25
C&L
25
Metres
£121
£5.82
uses 0.986m of copperclad per metre of track
£6.01
30
29
uses 1.122m of copperclad per metre of track
£6.55
30
33
uses 1.16m of copperclad per metre of track
£6.70
25
29
uses 1.32m of copperclad per metre of track
£7.33
25
33
uses 2.16m of copperclad per metre of track
£10.65
25
54
* includes 10% usage margin
Rail (nickel silver)
100 Metres
£96
£1.92
Copper clad strip
10 440mm each £ 15.95
£3.59

Total
Cost
£240
£420
£370
£400
£440
£460
£500
£510
£550
£800

The estimate is that we will need about 75 metres of track. Jim has made a more detailed analysis of
requirements for our review, but my figures here are broadly in line with his calculations.
The ready-made track figures speak for themselves, but note how the spacing and length of sleepers
using copperclad affects price considerably. Normal spacing is 10mm, but for fiddle yard we could
make it a one-sleeper-in-three arrangement. In the table I have compared a spacing of 25mm (one
inch) to 30mm, and have also included sleeper lengths at 29mm (standard Peco track) and 33mm
(scale 8’6” sleepers).
The last line of the table shows sleeper length at 54mm; this is the equivalent of simply laying the
copperclad strips across the full width of the baseboard (14 tracks; 760mm board width). This uses
over 2m of copperclad per metre of track; we had considered laying the copperclad longitudinally too,
but it too would use 2m of copperclad per metre so a price of £800 is comparable.
Our considerations will include potential robustness and ease of construction, as well as cost. Note
that DCC Concepts track is stainless steel, which (I’m told) is more difficult to solder, but would be
fantastic for haulage capabilities if you have the ancient Hornby Magnadhesion locomotives!
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I mentioned last time we had some new photographs of Finchley, courtesy of Dave Humphries’ book
collection. Coupled with my own pictures from a trawl of the web, Bern and I discussed what we had
learned.
When Bern and I realised the back of Finchley Road station was of wooden construction, Bern said
something like “oh dear!” and then stated he’s not doing it again, it will have to stay like it. But
time mellows a man, and he’s obviously cogitated to the point it’s played on his conscience, and this
has led Bern to re-model the back of the station.
There is also the addition of arches to the side walls of the footbridge descent to platform level, and
whilst sorting out these he took the opportunity to add the platform starter signal.
I’m sure this time it will indeed be “no more changes!”

Though not in pictures yet, Bern is also re-modelling the frontage of Blessley & Spyer estate agents
based on some guesswork (!) from the various fuzzy, oblique-angled photographs we could muster, as
we decided there is a doorway to be represented centrally.
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Beams for Finchley Road – Part 1 - Dave Sutton
Some of you may have noticed that the clubroom has been quiet on a Tuesday evening, this is because
I have been using club night to build the boards and beams for Finchley Road. I delivered the
remainder of the boards in November and then made a start on the beams and trestles which will
support them.
First job was to make up a jig so that all the beams are able to be laid out before gluing and pinning,
this was made from a 10’x4’ sheet of 18mm ply, the jig only requires half the sheet but the off-cuts
are not wasted as they will be used for the spacers to join the beams.
The boards and beams are of a very similar construction, the main difference between them is the
spacers within the ply, the boards use a 45mm x 20mm block with a 20mm x 10mm closer within the
6mm ply faces. The beams are 70mm x 20mm blocks with 20mm x 20mm closers.
1

2

First job is to lay out the
internal blocks and closers.
The internal structure then
has a smear of glue before an
outer face of 6mm ply is
overlaid and pinned.
3

4
This is then flipped over.
More glue and pins and the
larger outer leaf is fixed.
This gives the basic beam
which will be cut to length.
(Looks like Dave’s living room
will need a tidy after this!)

For Finchley Road there are 16 beams with 7 variations, when these have been made up I am also
making a similar system for Sutton which has 10 beams although there are only 6 variations.
Part 2 “trip to the wood burner” to follow.
Alan Cooper
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Actions list:
Generally - we need to lay cork on the fiddle yard boards (so measure requirements for purchasing
more), mark track positions, decide on track options, buy it and glue it down. Alongside this there is
the need to progress electronics, so whilst Jim has been doing virtually everything (and a thoroughly
decent job), the workload requires other volunteers. See additional notes in ‘Notice Board’.
We investigated station signage and considered a recommended firm - after many weeks we still await
a reply, so will follow up by other means or with other firms.
Baseboards
 Baseboard K requires a thorough check of track width settings at crossings
 Fiddle yard boards need cork underlay and plan track and magnet alignments.
 Finalise trestle arrangement when delivered from Dave
 Transportation arrangements to be finalised, potentially following Dave Sutton’s suggestions.
Controls & Electrics
 Continue fitting point motors and drop wires; workload to be shared
 Fiddle yard control box to be completed – Andy Heslington
Track
 Point rodding has had a bit of a further investigation, with the nominal runs to points
identified. This plan needs refinement to ensure we know where the various cranks will go, a
key part of which will be the layout in front of the box which shall be visible to the punters.
Items to be identified and purchased.
 As we progress, the scenic side needs careful fixing of the 3rd & 4th rail to allow sufficient
clearances for stock.
 As fiddle yard boards progress we need to build points and lay plain track.
 Uncoupling magnet positions have been determined. Items yet to be purchased.
Presentation
 Jim has a plan for the lighting assembly using LED strips, its attachment to the layout has been
considered by Dave Sutton
 The design concept allowed for a repeat signal diagram display at the front of the layout – we
have had initial discussions, it needs firming up.
Scenic work
 Platform buildings are complete but require painting. There will be a few outbuildings for the
yard to consider. The Electricity Works would be a nice addition but may not be practical; it
is big!
 The sub-structure for the raised scenic end of Finchley requires building, with the final
positioning of buildings to be considered.
 We have yet to work out how trains will exit ‘stage Willesden’; possibly a footbridge.
 A backscene will be required, demonstrating Finchley Road, a garage, the council yard and
housing and sports field beyond.
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SUTTON-ON-SEA
WORKING SIGNALS FOR SUTTON – Jim Godden
Our former Chairperson has long been a disappointed man, frustrated by the lack of moving signals on
Sutton despite his demonstration of skill by building fully working signals.
When the upstart newbie with a modicum of electronics experience arrived he naively suggested
changing to DCC and MERG electronics on Finchley. Following great shock at the lack of receptiveness
to that suggestion many long hours of wiring for DC operation have followed, unfortunately even more
hours are still required. So what does the newbie do for an encore? How about a bit of MERG
electronics on something else? like making those Sutton signals move at the behest of control panel
switches.
From such foolish thoughts came another batch of work for the newbie, from now on known as
Jim/me/I/nutter (Editor note: “nutter”. Adjective. Pre-requisite for EBMRS membership!) But first
a very quick description of MERG electronics! The kits I’m interested in come in three varieties:
1. Input devices (called producers), capture things from the external world and turn them into
messages on an ‘electronic bus’, of interest to us is sensing the switches on the sigman control
panel including the position of rotary switches!
2. Output devices (called consumers), watch the bus for messages that tell them to do things. For
output we have two devices one to turn LEDs on/off (for the theatre indicators) and one to
drive servos to move the signals
3. Interface devices, in this case simply an USB interface to a computer. Our need here is for
programming the individual boards to do what we want, a bit more on that later.
A very simple diagram below:

Examining the wiring diagrams for Sutton it became clear that two sockets had been wired with
virtually everything required with very minimal modification to the control panel. A demonstrator was
produced in early 2016 which showed both servo and theatre indicators being driven from the control
panel.
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The last question was about connecting the servos to
signals and I’m nearly there on the physical designs.
It will use GEM Mercontrol units and wire-in-tube to
provide flexibility of servo positioning. To convert
from horizontal (under board) to vertical (up through
the board) we will use standard vertical angle
cranks. The latest unit for driving four signals looks
like this with the edge of the ply directly under the
‘gantry’ and the existing operating wires connected
to the top set of holes on the cranks. More of this in
a future article with animated pictures!
Next a unit to interface the control panel to
the layout was built. Typically over-designed
it has a power supply for 12v electronics a
power supply to 5v electronics and a power
supply, also 5v, for the servos. The latter
power supply is to make sure that the current
drawn by the servos does not crash the
electronics. Build a few input boards, build
an USB interface, build a box and wire a few
things together and you end up with this!
Which tidied up looks like this and has two
plugs to connect into the Sutton control
panel and one set of 6 wires to connect to
the layout.

So the next steps are to actually start connecting the 6
wires to the layout and, working from the town end,
start animating signals and setting things up as we go.
Or as they say on a TV advert ‘Simples’. We have also
diagnosed a broken switch for the main departure gantry
which will be changed when appropriate.
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Action list
Baseboards
 The protective ends will be replaced at some point (Dave Sutton has a plan), but they remain
usable for now.
Electrics
 Label switches to points for diagnostics, produce an overlay illustrating point numbers, ensuring
matched to naming convention under the boards
 Investigate practicalities of installing a control panel-powered push-button mic system.
Scenic Work
 I have been working with John in particular about backscene painting. The ongoing transit damage
needs a constant watch, so it looks like it’s worth considering what protection we can build for
transporting.
 Platform roof glazing bars need care – there are always some broken ones to resolve
Presentation
 Investigate improved clips for retaining lighting units to baseboard legs
My class D16/3 pictured recently on Sutton. It still has some detailing work, some further weathering
and maybe renumber to complete, but it suits Sutton quite well. 62530 had been allocated to
Cambridge, but was at March for the last year of its life in 1958. I’m considering renumbering to
62597 (allocated to Spital Bridge) but it depends on if I can remove the old numbers easily!!!
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AYLESBURY TOWN
A meeting was held in November to co-ordinate Aylesbury
actions, seeing as Robert’s availability will be limited by
parenting duties. There was lots of nodding in agreement
of what needs to be done, that nodding now needs turning
into actions – so a reminder that whilst Aylesbury is being
organised separately, it is not a separate ‘N’ group , all of
you are encouraged to have a go at something!
There is a large resource Robert arranged on the web (on
Box) with research notes and many photographs, all to be
coordinated and de-duplicated.
Robert managed to adapt his Templot plan from the new
map provided and a happy hour was spent one evening
with glue and scissors pasting the adjustments in place.
The picture shows the adjusted track plan in place (in the
foreground) and some of the Aylesbury protagonists,
showing their ability to point at things.
At some point, Andy York of RMWeb would be interested
in an article about the baseboard construction.
Immediate actions:
Baseboards
 Bracing strengtheners to be reviewed for success
 Continue to review for signs of damage and maintain alignments
 Backscene structure to be fitted, with consideration for the lighting fixings
Trestles
 For storage we are considering hanging the legs on wall brackets. Dave Sutton has something
that should be appropriate, so we need to test its suitability and practicality.
Scenic work
 All the major scenic elements have been marked on the boards, and this can now be used as
the impetus for building mock-ups – simple blocks or cereal packets will do, to give a flavour of
scale and construction needed for the detailed models.
Track
 Fiddle yard to be designed
 Lay fiddle yard track using existing supply of code 55 flexible track
 Track will be hand-made to code 40 in the scenic sections.
Future elements:
Electrics
 DCC control, allowing laptop and smartphone operation.
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 Jim has procured a kit of second-hand DCC power supply and associated bits (that description
may be a bit simplified!) he believes will be suitable for Aylesbury, at possibly half the cost of
buying new.
Here’s Julian’s Cumbrian Mountain Express, helping give an impression of scale of how lengthy
trains will sit comfortably in the viewing side of the layout

CHERITON BISHOP
There isn’t much to do for Cheriton currently; it ran as required for the photo shoot in October, so
now we have to consider what to do for ensuring it works for our own show. There won’t be much
opportunity to do so with only 3 weeks following the Erith show.

Actions:
Presentation
Convert curtain to Velcro; the curtain requires a Velcro strip sewn onto the curtain and the opposite
strip fixed to the layout with a staple gun.

Alan Cooper
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unless stated
2017
3-Jan
10-Jan
17-Jan
24-Jan
Sat 28-Jan &
Sun 29-Jan
31-Jan
7-Feb
14-Feb
Sat 18-Feb
21-Feb
28-Feb
7-Mar
14-Mar
21-Mar
28-Mar
4-Apr
2018
Sat 27-Jan &
Sun 28-Jan

CLUB TIMETABLE

Issue No 19 December 2016
Activity notes

Start to firm up show requirements & get posters & flyers out & about
Dismantle Sutton
Prep everything for Erith, erect Cheriton if time allows
Sutton at Erith Model Railway Show
Test and titivate Cheriton
Dismantle Cheriton
Prep for show, catering gear etc, and this week requires food shopping & cake baking
Cheriton Bishop at EBMRS show
Post-show tidy up and return to working on Finchley and Aylesbury

Target for Newsletter 20

Cheriton Bishop at Erith Model Railway Show

EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Time

Organiser

Event

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

Note

RCTS-H

2017 programme TBA

Note

Stev. LS

2017 programme TBA

30 Dec

Railtour

RCTS-C

2 x class 31 Kings Cross to Ely
Cromford & High Peak Railway Part 3, George Sullivan and Tommy
Tomalin
"Bringing Back the Brighton Belle", Neil Marshall

NLRHS

Camden Goods Station, Peter Darley

3 Jan

LCGB

10 Jan
11 Jan
14 & 15 Jan

2:00

Chilterns Show, Stevenage

Model Event

19 Jan

Steph. LS

25 Jan

STS

25 Jan

HMRS

25 Jan

Collectors Event

Alan Cooper

Railways, The TPO and Philately, Doug Fairhurst.
“92 Squadron” update on progress, Steve Lacey
The Minsterley Branch, Alan Rhodes
Toy Fair, Hoddesdon
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Time

Organiser

Event

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

7 Feb

LCGB

11 Feb

Model Event

14 Feb

RCTS-C

18 Feb

Model Event

Our show!

18 Feb

Model Event

Saffron Walden MRS

22 Feb

HMRS

2 Mar

RCTS-MK

5 Mar

Model Event

7 Mar

LCGB

An evening of Railway Films, Frank Banfield

NLRHS

AGM, plus History of the NLL in Minaiture

10 Mar

6:45

An Evening with my Father’s Slides, David Cross
Milton Keynes MRS
Diary of a Trainspotter pt 1, Bryan Cross

London & Birmingham Railway, Ashton to Rugby, Tony Manktelow
'Ten Years with Iarnrod Eireann/Irish Rail', Dick Fearn
Chesham MRC

11 Mar

Model Event

Sawbridgeworth

11 & 12 Mar

Model Event

St Neots MRC, Wood Green

16 Mar

Steph. LS

The East Coast MainLine around 1960 presented, Peter Groom

Key to Organiser
NLRHS
HMRS
Stev. LS

RCTS
RCTS
RCTS
RCTS

–H
–W
–C
- MK

STS
LCGB
Steph. LS
Model Event

North London Railway Historical Society
Keen House in Calshot St, Pentonville Road, near Kings Cross, Friday evenings or Wednesday afternoons. We
normally invite a speaker and the meetings are informal and in a sociable environment. Guests welcome.
Historical Model Railway Society
Whaddon Way Church Centre, West Bletchley, MK3 7JS, meetings at 19:30 unless stated. No charge to visitors
Stevenage Locomotive Society
Community Arts Centre, Roaring Meg Retail Park, Stevenage SG1 1XN. Meetings start 7.30pm & include
refreshment break. Visitors £2 Day membership on the door (no charge if Stevenage Arts Guild Member)
Railway Correspondence and Travel Society

Hitchin meetings at Walsworth Road Baptist Church, Hitchin

Welwyn Garden City - Methodist Church, at the junction of Ludwick Way and Cole Green Lane, Welwyn
Garden City AL7 3PN, commencing at 14.00 (doors open 13.30)

Cambridge meetings are held at The Swifts, Haggis Gap, Fulbourn, Cambridge CB21 5HD, commencing at
19.30 Free parking is available at the Community Wing.

Milton Keynes meetings at Methodist Church, Silver St., Stony Stratford MK11 1BE, commencing at 19.30
Sandy Transport Society
Conservative Club, Bedford Road, Sandy, doors open 19:10. £2.00 for non-members, includes refreshments
Locomotive Club of Great Britain
Meetings at 7.30pm on Tuesdays at St Johns Church Hall, St John’s Street, Bedford MK42 0DL
Stephenson Locomotive Society
At 19.30, St. John's United Reformed Church Hall, Mowbray Road, New Barnet, Herts, EN5 1RH.
See UK Model Shops Directory for exhibitions and toy fairs
Garden & Woodland Railway, 42 Queens Road, Thame, OX9 3NQ 2pm to 5pm

Rail tour

Seerailtourinfo.co.uk or UKsteamtours

Collectors
Event

See UK Model Shops Directory

Alan Cooper
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MEMBERS' MATTERS

LLANDUDNO JUNCTION – by Michael Satterthwaite
THE FIRST 12 MONTHS
I had dabbled in N gauge many years ago but soon gave up as my baseboards were so out of alignment
once I got some track down the trains looked like they were going over the Alps! So it was always a
case of back to OO gauge.
Move on 20 years and after trying to squeeze an OO gauge version of Aberdeen into my loft space and
realising it was never going to work I became disillusioned with the project at the end of October
2015. Around Xmas time last year thoughts turned to exploring N gauge once more as the quality of
the models has come on so much over recent years and in particular I wanted to explore if it was
possible to get sound-fitted locos in this scale as my Aberdeen fleet were all sound fitted. Internet
searches over the Xmas 2015 holiday period showed that this was indeed possible and things were
moving this way with Bachmann announcing their forthcoming Castle and Class 108 DMU would be
sound fitted.
If I was to go back to N gauge that meant the baseboards had to be level so the decision was taken to
rip out the old boards which were over 25 years old and start again with fresh timber and new MDF
tops. I experimented with baseboard heights to find the optimum height that I could crawl under and
sit by comfortably and opted for a height of 2ft. The higher you go the more the eaves of the loft
close in on you reducing the space available for the layout. This height gives me a layout width of 16ft
10 inches. The old layout sat at a height of 12 inches giving a layout width of 19ft 10 inches but this
was starting to hurt my knees bending down to work on it and as I am not getting any younger this was
another reason driving the need for a drastic change.
So on New Year’s Eve 2015 I took the plunge and started the task of packing away all of my OO Gauge
stock and cataloguing exactly what I had for future part exchange to help fund the new project. This
took until mid-February to complete as it became a juggling act moving stock around the old layout so
that I could start dismantling the track and rebuilding the baseboards. By the end of January I had
four of the boards rebuilt at 4ft x 2ft with new MDF tops and joined together all flat, level and rigid!
There not up to Dave’s standards but they are the best that I have ever made!
The original plan was to continue with a model of Aberdeen in N gauge but whilst building my new
baseboards I came across some track plans of Llandudno and Llandudno Junction. This would give me
a busy terminal station together with a busy through station with a branch line and a shed as well
offering me plenty of operational variety – Utopia! More internet research turned up a website by
the name of 6G (Llandudno Junction Shed Code) This was a treasure trove of information dedicated to
the men who worked there in the 60s and it’s still being added to all the time with new pictures and
as I wanted to base my layout on 1964 it has provided me with hundreds of reference pictures from
this period covering operations throughout the whole area. It also includes a section on Chris Evans’
layout of the same area. Another useful site I have found is called 2D53 and this has provided a lot of
information around freight train movements from this time period. From all this research which I
enjoy as much as the actual building work I now have a collection of over 500 pictures covering the
whole area and I have also picked up several books on North Wales railways (these are listed at the
end of this article) So with all this information at my disposal Llandudno Junction it was! I have
always preferred modelling actual places as opposed to a freelance track plan.
Only question now was would it fit? Or how much was I going to have to compress it.
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Why 1964? Well that was the last summer of the
Duchess Pacifics, services on the North Wales route
were still dominated by steam and I have always
preferred the transition period from steam to green
diesels. Childhood memories I suppose.

And turning around, the view to the east

No blue diesels allowed on this layout much to my sonin-law Anthony’s dismay! Like me, he has Railways in
his DNA, he actually works for one of the Train
Operating Companies (I can’t say which one, you will
find out why if you keep reading!!) He is assisting me
with the new build with gusto as he prefers to work in
N gauge. He amazed me by presenting me with a
Graham Farish Royal Scot Express set with Duchess City
of London and 4 Maroon Mk 1 coaches which he had
bought for himself because he liked it! With a young
family he knows he will not be building a layout of his
own anytime soon. I mistakenly thought he only liked
diesels as he always refers to my steam locos as
kettles! Whatever, this was a nice way to start the
rolling stock collection which is being added to all the
time.
Baseboard building continued throughout January and
February combined with the juggling act of moving the
old Layout around to create the space to build the new
and then a milestone was reached on the 18th February
when the last piece of the old OO layout was
dismantled- no going back now!
With baseboard progress going well at the end of
February thoughts started turning to mapping out a
track plan to see how much room the junction part of
the layout was going to take so not being aware of such
things as Templot at this point in time I used good old
Peco point templates and stuck these to some paper.
One sheet had the Conwy end of the junction on it and
the other the Chester end and I was confident it would
all fit. Previous layout attempts have always hit the
buffers because I have rushed to get track down
without planning if it will fit first!

My ultimate aim is to be able to run the 1964 timetable and to do this I needed to establish exactly
how many fiddle yard sidings I was going to require for rolling stock storage so plotting the timetable
has been an ongoing process since March. The last layout didn’t have enough siding space so I wasn’t
about to make that mistake again. This work still continues although it’s well on the way to
completion as I have covered the period from midnight through to 19:00 so far. I haven’t dared to look
at a summer Saturday yet although I have a copy of a traffic survey taken on the 4th August 1962
showing the timings and load for every train through the area. As no freight operated on a summer
Saturday I am confident the fiddle yards will cope so as things stand it looks like being 16 roads for the
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Chester end and 8 roads for Holyhead plus the space available at Llandudno Station and its carriage
sidings.
The first piece of Code 55 track went down at the end of March working west from the end of the
platforms at the junction station towards Conwy. I have found the Code 55 track much easier to work
with this time around than the original Code 80 track I had used in previous N gauge attempts so much
so that good progress was made until I hit the point where the branch diverged to Llandudno itself
where I finished up with a curve at 9” radius to fit the space available: First Big Mistake!
I have been using electro frog points for the first time on the layout and as I am no electrician and at
this point not belonging to any club I took my track plans to Digitrains in Lincoln for advice on where
to put the isolating connections. I have to say the service given was exemplary and Jeremy couldn’t
have been more helpful so back home continue track laying and then start wiring up only to find I
have a short! So a few weeks later I go back to Digitrains with my track plans to see if Jeremy can help
in any way. This drew a blank, however whilst I was in the shop I noticed he was running some soundfitted N Gauge locos on the small test layout in the shop so a long discussion then took place about
what he could or could not fit sound to. As a result of this conversation I now have half my fleet sound
fitted by Jeremy and his team at better value for money than the Wickness Models website I was
looking at over Xmas 2015 and contemplating using when I was ready. Models fitted so far include
Duchess of Hamilton, STD 5 4-6-0s, a WD 2-8-0, a 4F 0-6-0, a Class 25 Diesel and Class 101 and 108
DMUs. This fleet has built up through the course of the year.
So we are now at the end of May and I have some lovely sound fitted Locos, nowhere to run them and
I have a curve that’s far too tight so how am I going to resolve these problems? Thoughts turned to
joining a local Model Railway Club. Living in Kempston I had tried the local club twice before and as
nobody had bothered to speak to me I wasn’t about to go back there again so another trawl of the
internet turned up East Beds Model Club or Milton Keynes Model Club as my nearest options. The
pictures on the East Beds site all looked very nice so I attended for the first time on the 7th June and
am delighted to say I got a much friendlier reception. (of course! Ed)
The second time I attended I saw Aylesbury for the first time and was amazed by it. That Templot
track plan looked superb and the cork base didn’t look bad either if only I could produce something
like that representing my chosen site perhaps I could cure my sharp curve issue. I asked some
questions about the cork underlay and where to obtain it from and then went home and ordered a 30ft
roll of Cork. I also surfed the net again and downloaded the Templot software as well as some others I
found. Now I have to admit my computer skills are limited and I could not make anything of working
with Templot so that didn’t get very far!
I lifted the track that was already laid ready for a fresh start once the Cork had been put down which I
had cut up into big sheets and then I had a conversation with Alastair around how they stuck the cork
down on Aylesbury and he told me that they did it in small sections. 2nd Big Mistake!
So back home and start cutting up my big sheets into 2ft sections and start gluing down a couple of
pieces a day. We are now into summer and, as with all lofts, heat becomes an issue at this time of
year so it was a case of getting up there first thing in the morning and sticking 2 sections down before
the heat drove me out of the loft. While this is going on thoughts turn to a plan B for the track plan as
I am getting nowhere with Templot and I need something better than my Peco point templates.
I had been made aware of Old Maps Online by Club members but again with my limited computer skills
although I found the site I could not drill down to the section that I required so that quickly hit the
buffers.
I had a copy of all the track plans covering the area at a scale of 1inch to 200ft and with the help of
Anthony and his works photocopier we have managed to enlarge all of these plans to a scale of 150ft
to 12 inches. The critical bit was ensuring each section was enlarged by the same amount to ensure
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we kept the scale. These were then all stuck together to make 3 individual plans for each section.
Llandudno Junction – Llandudno Junction Shed area and Llandudno and its Carriage sidings.
When we had completed this I came across a book titled Bala to Llandudno that has all these maps to
a larger scale!
Selective compression has had to be used for the track and I have basically had to compress each
200ft section into 150ft. It’s not Templot but it certainly looks better than the Peco point templates I
tried previously and has proved much easier and more accurate to work from when track laying
resumed at the beginning of September. More importantly I now have scale measurements for all the
buildings and this has enabled me to make templates for the buildings to show the footprint they
would take up on the board. This was crucial for the No 2 signal box at the Junction as it sat between
a running line and a head shunt. Again this is something I have never done before but the effort has
proved worth it for the end result.
With the cork base laid I had been putting off the moment of when and where to start again when I
get a phone call from my brother-in-law saying he’s coming over tomorrow and he wants to see the
layout! This was the 2nd September and acted as the impetus I needed to get going again. As previously
stated working from the track plan is much easier and I started at that 9 inch curve where the branch
to Llandudno leaves the mainline. It’s a 15 inch radius curve this time and looks far better and by the
time brother-in-law arrived I had laid 17 points and track connecting them so at least he had
something to look at. Having laid this section once already progress here was rapid, working the
opposite way this time towards Llandudno Junction station.

No 2 Up Express arrives at Llandudno Jcn as the connection from Llandudno arrives

As I mentioned earlier heat is an issue in the summer and I thought I would address this for the
summer by ordering a Velux loft window. The order was placed back in May however it was the end of
September before it was fitted! So no benefit this year but it has transformed the working
environment and it is so nice to be able to work up there by natural daylight and it should make it far
more comfortable for next summer.
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Track work has continued between holidays and I now have the complete area from Conwy Bridge at
the western end of Llandudno Junction through the station and all the point work completed through
to Queens Road Bridge at the eastern end and yes it does fit! The 3 arch Queens Road bridge which
will act as a nice scenic break to hide the curve that will lead to the Chester-end fiddle yards. Now
that this is complete the next stage is to connect all the wiring up on this section to the bus wire, all
dropper wires are in place ready and hopefully this time there won’t be a short!
We have now moved on to November and now it’s the cold weather that will delay progress. It needs
to be a mild day to go up the loft or else I get my other half telling me I am making the house cold!
So for now it’s time to focus on all the cold weather jobs that need doing such as loco renumbering,
Kit building and continue with research work looking at the web for new pictures of the area etc and
grab any opportunity to get in the loft if the weather’s mild enough. I am currently putting together a
database of loco withdrawal dates which has proved an eye opener; as an example the current Farish
Jubilee model 45572 Eire was withdrawn before my chosen period! The Royal Scot class had also been
decimated by this time which I hadn’t realised; just goes to show you can never do too much research.
So now we are nearly 12 months into this project. It’s by far and away the biggest I have ever tackled
and it’s the longest period of time I have ever stuck at this gauge. I am delighted with how it’s going,
the way that I have designed it the tracks all curve off in the right directions and despite the
compression it still looks good. I am determined that I am not going to rush it and amazed at the
amount of progress I have made in less than 12 months. Hopefully within the next year I shall have
some trains running and look forward to seeing the Irish Mail or The Emerald Isle Express sweeping
through the junction station.
The next phases that I plan on tackling are
1. Wire up and test all track laid so far
2. To complete the Chester end fiddle yards and then connect them to the track already laid and
thereby doubling my running length.
3. Continue the track from Conwy Bridge to the Holyhead end fiddle yard
4. Lay the track for the Conwy Valley branch to its fiddle yard
5. Start work on the Carriage Sidings and approaches to Llandudno Station
6. Final phase of track work will be the shed area
Obviously there is a lot of point work involved in that lot so it will be the availability of funds to
purchase these that will drive progress on these sections. I am not committing to any timescales other
than the fact that it’s all part of a 5 year plan and I am now 12 months into the project.
Books that I have used for my research
Bala to Llandudno
The Conwy Valley Line
The Chester to Holyhead Railway
Steam Around North Wales
Steam Trails North Wales
Class 40 Country Wales
The North Wales Coast Railway

Steam on the North Wales Coast
Railways of North Wales Bangor
Recollections of a Steam Era (1950-1966)
BR Steam Operating No2 Chester to Holyhead
North Wales Steam (1927-1968)
North Wales Steam Volume Two

If I am lucky Santa will have added to that lot as I have made a request for Rhyl to Bangor by
Middleton Press.
I hope that you have enjoyed the article and Best Wishes for the New Year to all my fellow modellers.
Michael
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Little Salkeld – Part 2 December 2016
Since producing the initial article covering the construction of my exhibition layout Little Salkeld (LS)
in the summer I have put a fair amount of effort into progressing it. The driving force for me has been
the desire to get something running - I got back into the hobby around 3 or so years ago and started
collecting N Gauge rolling stock. A house move in 2014 and work commitments prevented me from
building a layout, however, getting LS up and running resolves that issue.
Picking up from where I left off……..
I was originally planning to utilise carpet tile adhesive to secure the track to the cork underlay
however had a change of heart when I considered the accuracy required to locate the crossovers and
other points, all of which had been built with a prototypical radius using Templot. The full Templot
plan was printed onto A4 sheets, joined together with a miniscule amount of PVA and then this was
glued down onto the cork. After drying, I used a scalpel to cut away the sides of the cork and a
scraper to remove the waste cork.
Track has been assembled from plastic fiNetrax sleepers and code 40 rail. I found the best way
forward was to spend a few evenings and just blitzed the assembly. Once assembled, I tackled one
baseboard at a time, cutting each length and gluing down in position using PVA carefully painted onto
the back of the sleepers. I roughed up all of the sleepers first using fine sandpaper to ensure the PVA
would get a reasonable grip. I found that the Templot plan provided excellent guidance for the
position (another thanks to Keith Armes who produced this for me). I’m confident that the track plan
is an accurate representation of LS, and building the layout in 2mm scale means that I didn’t need any
compression.
This board was selected as a starting
point as it had 2 crossovers and a point
Baseboard joins required a bit of
experimentation as I wanted to avoid
plastic sleepers and code 40 rail at the
joins, all of which is very delicate and
susceptible to damage. I decided on
gluing copperclad circuit board material
(same thickness as the cork) down to the
baseboard and then soldered the 2mm
Finescale society brass sleepers on top.
As these are solid brass they had to be
cut and the copperclad filed to provide
the electrical isolation.
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The code 40 rail solder into the chairs of the brass
sleepers and also onto the copper clad
The gaps in the brass sleepers were finished by
cutting in sections of spare plastic sleepers and
finishing with model filler. Track paint was applied
after it had been sanded with wet and dry.
A part complete and completed join seen here

Another area of making-it-up-as-you-o or should I say careful product design, was the transition from
fiNetrax to PECO track as the up and down mainlines go off scene. There is a considerable difference
in rail height between the code 40 and code 55. The answer was simple and more copperclad placed
under the fiNetrax to provide a gentle rise has worked quite well. Spare brass sleepers were also used
in the equation to provide additional strength.
A small amount of plasticard packing was used to
get the height correct where necessary – you can
clearly see the difference between the finer code
40 scenic track and the PECO code 55
And so, over a number of weeks the track was
laid board by board. I decided to finish the track
laying before starting wiring which resulted in a
complete track layout that couldn’t run
anything….frustrating but patience is a virtue….
or so I’m told!
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LS is on a gentle curve which has been correctly
replicated on the Templot plan. That combined
with an accurate prototypical distance between
the up and down running lines creates a really
pleasing and realistic view
The track finishing evolved. I started by hand
painting the rail but soon decided to airbrush all
of the track using precision paints track colour.
Ballast was another experimentation exercise
and was a mix of N gauge ballast and Chinchilla
dust (3/4s chinchilla dust) with weathering
powders mixed into to get the right colour. The
result was too patchy as the traditional diluted
PVA and detergent mix resulted in some of the
weathering powder being washed out in places.
An airbrush was employed and the whole scenic
track section was painted again with track
colour which looks much better.

This is the double slip in the SL yard,
ballasted and airbrushed – plaster
bandage has also been used around
the track to provide an uneven
surface. 2mm static grass will be
added in the future.
And so onto the wiring…
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With the track work completed, the next significant job was the wiring. As I had taken a decision at an
early planning stage to make every single piece of track electrically separate (no fishplates or
soldered joints), I now needed to provide a power bus to feed each separate piece of track. As a
result, there is a fair amount of wiring on LS, although it’s not complicated. It essentially comprises
the following:
 The power bus to feed all of the track sections (with short circuit protection provided for the
scenic section separately from the fiddle yard) – there 2 DCC power districts: 1. the scenic
section and 2. fiddle yard

Short circuit protection has been provided for each power district
 Mains flex has been used for the power bus (formed into twisted pairs)
 Everything is soldered wherever possible (meaning copious use of solder tags!)
 There are 16 Tortoise point motors on LS, each one of these is wired separately
 An ‘Express-Net’ has been installed at both the front and back of the layout
 A control panel with DPDT Cent. Off switches to drive the tortoise motors has been constructed
and wired (Maplin sourced 8 pin connectors have been utilised to connect the control panel to
the layout)
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8 Pin connectors connect each layout board separately to the controller
 The control panel is reversible to enable it to be mounted on the rear of the layout at
exhibitions, and front mounted for use at home

The control panel has been constructed like a large ‘Toblerone’ and can be mounted either way
up. A finishing touch will be to paint (spray) the panel, but that’s on the list of fettling jobs once
I’ve finished the scenics
As it stands, the layout is wired and can now be operated with full functionality however additional
wiring will be added to enhance capability once I have completed the major scenic work.
Experiments with rolling stock fitted with D.G. couplings and permanent and electro magnets suggest
a more reliable uncoupling performance will be achieved with the electro magnets. These will be
installed at predetermined places in the LS yard and layby siding and will be driven by push to
make/release to break switches added to the control panel.
In addition, I will also add LEDs to the front panel to clearly identify if points are set wrong on the
main up and down running lines – not essential, however I aspire to reliable and realistic operation
when the layout is being exhibited.
In wiring the layout, I have colour coded everything. In addition, every single layout board is linked
to the control panel separately. This enables fault finding to be isolated to each power district on a
single board and the same is also possible with the point motor wiring. There is a fair amount of
wiring as a consequence, so an outstanding task is to document it at some time– it’s fresh in my mind
at the moment, but will no doubt look a tad confusing in the future if I don’t!

Colour coding on the back of the control panel and layout supports fast fault finding
Scenic work will be covered in the next instalment, however I have started this work and the following
will give you an indication of the early activities already undertaken…
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The scenic back boards have been cut and fitted into position. It is now possible to see the area that
will be visible to joe-public when it is exhibited. In addition, the good Mr Sutton has provided some
scrap wall insulation material which I have roughly carved to start forming the landscape surround the
station. This requires a finishing and additional material also needs cutting for other raised areas
surround the station as much of it sits at the bottom of an embankment on each side.

Scenic backboards are now fitted and you can get a feel for the size of the scenic area. Nasty radii
start just off scene!!
The baseboards have also been cut to allow for areas that drop below the level of the station.

This will form the road that passes under the Up and Down Main lines next to the station
More info next time……
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Mum on the railways - Bob Harrold
I was told by my mum that I would often ask her when in my pushchair if we could “stay and see
another one” when we’d stopped on one of the footbridges over our local railway line1 (Coventry to
Nuneaton) to watch a train go by. This, I guess, was my first encounter with railways and they formed
a constant background to my early life in industrial Coventry – going to our annual holiday on the
Midnight Special2, walking home from primary school over one of the same footbridges, rushing to see
a steam engine go by at our local tennis courts, cycling to Secondary School in swathes of smoke and
condensed steam near Coventry Station, hearing the sounds of wagon shunting and loco whistles of a
quiet evening…
But I’d like to go back another generation or so and relate my mum’s early railway experiences, and,
as she was born in 1907, we’re looking at over 100 years ago.
I never knew my maternal grandparents – they both died before I was born. Mum thought a lot of her
dad, however she had a less rosy view of her mother who, in modern parlance had a “drink problem”.
The upshot was that there were times when she couldn’t cope and so mum was sent off as a young
child to live for a spell with her mother’s family. This wasn’t, however, just down the road or a bus
ride away in another part of the city, but some sixty miles away in Stamford, Lincolnshire. This part of
her family was relatively well-to-do as her grandfather ran his own carting company3 in which his sons
took a full part (sited in Scotgate for those of you know the town).
In Edwardian times for her factory worker father there was no option but to use the railway for such
travel and, maybe shocking to modern minds, to send his young daughter on her own. A 4 or 5 year old
wouldn’t be allowed on a train on his/her own these days (and any occurrence would have the popular
press in an uproar) but back then she was sent “in charge of the guard” (I wonder if she had to have a
label – a bit like Paddington Bear?) And we’re not talking a simple journey either. The journey from
Coventry to Stamford was via Rugby, Market Harborough and Seaton on LNWR lines and the last short
stretch into Stamford on the Midland Railway. She had to change trains at Rugby and, often, Seaton4.
So what happened to her on the trains?
She didn’t say too much but I guess she sat in a compartment – open stock was then comparatively
rare and usually for dining – clutching her Gladstone Bag and not too far away from the guard who not
only had to keep an eye on her, but also on the rest of the train. Where mum had to change trains,
the guard passed on his responsibility, as he usually wouldn’t be going forward on the next train of her
journey, and mum related that on one occasion he left her in the care of a porter (so I guess this was
standard practice). This was at Rugby which was a large cathedral of a station, busier then than now,
and she remembered crying her eyes out thinking she’d been abandoned, whereas the porter, being
extremely busy himself, had had to go off on other duties, intending to return when her next train was
due to pass on responsibility to the next guard.
Mum would return to the family home when she started calling her aunts and great aunts “mummy”
but this travelling back and forth was a feature of her early life. It stopped in the summer of 1914
when the railway company announced that it was unable to guarantee her safety “as there were such
a large number of soldiers travelling about”. Whether there was a perceived “stranger danger” for a 7
year old in 1914, or simply the guard had more people to keep an eye on, I’m not sure and as mum
died back in 2008 I can’t ask her further.
1

The line from Coventry to Nuneaton; it had a local passenger service and many freight and coal trains
mostly servicing the local collieries.
2
Midnight Special – a holiday train that left Coventry at midnight on a Summer’s Friday and crawled
into Yarmouth Vauxhall station about 6 am Saturday morning; followed by an early morning walk to
Yarmouth South Town for a local service to Lowestoft.
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3
Carting – we now call this road haulage, although they used horses and carts rather than road
vehicles at this time (which didn’t become common until after WWI when disposal of war surplus
lorries set many ex-soldiers up in the road haulage business.)
4
Despite the passage of time and the actions of Dr Beeching, only the station at Seaton has closed
with Coventry, Rugby, Market Harborough and Stamford stations still in use. However the lines
between the last three did close in the 1960s (and I travelled on a crowded 8 car DMU to Ely en route
to Lowestoft before they did!)
Willy Williams says hello to all, with this view of a recent acquisition – Wee, sleekit, cow'rin, tim'rous
beastie, a 5” gauge class 37 in a modern West Coast Rail livery – he’s apparently considering a repaint
to BR Blue, a wise decision in my own view. It also needs lamps, buffer detail and a headcode
panel…… (and some track) Good luck Willy!!!
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TRAFFIC NOTICE
East-West Rail
General delays and financial reviews for Network Rail mean the full opening of the western & central
sections is likely to be up to 5 years later than originally planned, as late as 2024. Though
electrification of the western/central sections is now deferred, the Autumn Statement from the
Chancellor confirmed £100m is being made available to push on with work, plus £10m for continued
studies for the eastern section. The timescale for the eastern section remains as ‘early 2030s’, but
with continued local political pressure to deliver earlier.
We have also now had the news that Network Rail is no longer to be wholly responsible for the
network. Part of this means the East West Rail route will now be promoted and built by a private
East West Rail company.
Timetabled services began on 12 December on the western section between Oxford, Bicester and
Marylebone.
Great Northern route
The new Hornsey depot is now complete, ready for all the new trains. The building space at Hornsey
is now 72,500m2, with 236 staff plus Nigel, so that’s 305 square metres each!
Space for another photo – here’s one I got in the early eighties, a class 37 at pre-electrification
Biggleswade on a freightliner.
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NOTICE BOARD
Continued from No 10 –
 Oerlikon units – we continue to wait for news
of London Road Models adding the underframes
to their catalogue
 PROJECT: A mini layout for testing. This
proposal is for code 75 OO and for N scale,
probably code 55, but you decide! This will be
more about testing and less about layout. It will
be very small, about 12” by 46” and be minimum
cost. Jim has a spare baseboard on which we
will create a limited track test. The ideal would
be to make it multi-functional, eg It could
involve point motor wiring set ups, uncoupling
guide & tester and possible reverse-curved track
to check wheelbase and buffer-lock. Here’s a
chance for some of you to put your thinking caps
on for a design, for which it and the subsequent
build can be a mini-project to run alongside
·
Finchley and Aylesbury builds. We would like
some volunteers!
 If you want your stock to run on club layouts
then it will need to conform to minimum
standards.
Our OO layouts are to finer standards than ‘train
set’, using code 75 track, and Aylesbury (N scale)
is using fine code 40. For any layout we need to
stock it with appropriate items conforming to
those track standards.
Suitable means of the right wheel profiles, backto-backs and couplings that will enable the
layout to operate smoothly. The OO layouts use
Sprat & Winkle couplings, Aylesbury will use
D&G.
Trains should be from the right period and
region, with loco crew, lamps, corridor
connections, passengers, wagon loads,
weathering – all such details that help lift the
layout. Do you have stock that is suitably
prepared, or maybe you need to bring stock in
for advice from other members?
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 Manufacturer releases and announcements
are always of interest, and here’s a quick view of
recent(ish) items for what may be of interest in
connection with our layouts.
OO gauge
Bachmann Stanier Mogul - Finchley
Hornby B12 – Finchley, though only as a railtour
special, and perhaps for Sutton - 5 were based at
Grantham in 1957.
Hattons 14xx – a contender for Cheriton
Heljan Hymek diesel – Cheriton
Bachmann Wickham trolley – all 3 layouts!
N gauge
Not much in terms of new steam models it seems
– unless you know otherwise?
Generally, we need to spread experience of wiring
and electronics. There are a number of
opportunities to get involved and perhaps this will
assist your own home layouts? Jim has suggested the
following, with training where needed:
·
·
·

·

On Sutton, mount the servos and connect
them to the signal masts using Mercontrol
wire in tube
Finchley boards BBW, X & Y (with plain
track) to be wired
Consider arranging with the Roundabout
Club for a Saturday using the upstairs room
(if appropriate) and get together to build
some electronics to show folks the
opportunities available. I’ve access to a
great range of things costing less than £5
that do things, e.g. gas lamp twinkle, arc
welder & traffic lights to name three.
We could also check with the Roundabout
Club to have a ‘maintenance day’ on a
layout, even to the extent of giving them a
spring clean. On Sutton this could include
checking the individual pins and sockets and
their mount in the plugs and sockets. I’ll
have a think about if there is any way we
can systematically clean all the switch
contacts on the point motors on Sutton. We
could also check the ‘fettling’ of the points.
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